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Businessman and philanthropist W. Brett Wilson, left, Calgary Foundation 
president and CEO Eva Friesen and Don Seaman, Doc Seaman’s brother, gather 
to recognize Daryl K. (Doc) Seaman’s $117-million gift to the foundation. 
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“Make sure you leave everything as good as you found it, if not better.” 

Throughout an exciting, adventure-packed life, Daryl K. (Doc) Seaman made good on this oft-
quoted mantra of his, working in myriad ways to support the community and wider world. As a 
businessman, the former Second World War hero built companies and created employment for 
thousands; as a rancher, he endeared himself to hardened cowboys and championed the 
preservation of the land; and as a sports lover, he played a major role in bringing the 1988 
Winter Olympics and the Calgary Flames hockey team to our city, not to mention supporting 
youth in sport. 

On Tuesday, more than two years after his death, his fellow citizens once again honour the late, 
great Doc Seaman. This time, though, it’s his philanthropy — which alone captured more than a 
few headlines over his 86 years on the planet — that takes centre stage. 

And what a headline grabber it is. 



Before his death, Seaman let it be known that he wanted to give the bulk of his estate to the 
Calgary Foundation, a 58-year-old organization that grants millions of dollars each year to 
hundreds of local charities. 

The foundation also devotes its energies to such awareness-raising projects as the annual Vital 
Signs report, a measuring of our city’s quality of life for all. 

At a media conference just prior to the Doc Seaman Legacy Celebration that sees more than 500 
of the city’s most influential leaders gather at the convention centre, Calgary Foundation 
president and CEO Eva Friesen confirms the staggering size of the donation so far: $117 million. 
It’s a number that’s not only jaw-dropping, it’s downright record-breaking. 

Prior to Tuesday, the Moffat family of Winnipeg held the record for the biggest individual 
donation to a community foundation, when in 2001 they gave $100 million to the Winnipeg 
Foundation. 

Not only that, Seaman’s gift is said to be the second-largest cash donation in Canadian history. 
As far as stipulations on the money, there aren’t any — unless you count Seaman not wanting it 
to be revealed until after his death, going public only so as to inspire others to follow suit. 

Over the next three years, that $117 million will grow into even more. It is possible that it could 
hit the $200-million mark for what will be known as the Daryl K. Seaman Foundation Fund, as 
assets continue to be liquidated from his estate. 

No surprise, then, that on this day people like Friesen can’t stop smiling. 

“It will enable charities in Calgary to do new things, things we’ve never done before,” she says, 
noting the massive donation will translate to a figure even more jaw-dropping over the years: 
About $1.4 billion. But it’s not just about money, she emphasizes. “It is a statement of 
(Seaman’s) profound love for this community.” 

Mixed in with smiles are tears, much of those thanks to pride for the legacy of such a generous, 
larger-than-life man. Mayor Naheed Nenshi is visibly moved as he describes how Dr. Garnette 
Sutherland, another of Seaman’s beneficiaries, saved his father’s life. W. Brett Wilson, who 
worked with his friend and mentor to make the $26-million Southern Alberta Institute of 
Urology a reality in 2010, chokes up as he describes how Seaman taught him about “integrity, 
fairness and honesty for all ... if you weren’t listening when Doc spoke, you were making a big 
mistake.” 

His brother Don brings it back to the very personal. He tells about his brother’s penchant for 
extolling the virtues of fescue grass for cattle, his thrill over seeing sporting facilities spring up in 
small communities thanks to his support. 

He also shares the story of how Seaman got the nickname Doc for those who didn’t know him, 
or hadn’t read Sydney Sharpe’s biography, Staying in the Game. It seems the old Gladstone bag 
he carried around while a student at the University of Saskatchewan looks like a doctor’s bag. 

“He loved that name,” says Don Seaman with a wistful smile. 



In a video tribute, longtime friend and fellow philanthropist Richard (Dick) Haskayne talks about 
the down-to-earth Seaman’s straight-shooting style, a man for whom a handshake was as good as 
his signature on a dotted line. 

“He was honest and very direct in a nice way,” says Haskayne, who is also renowned for his 
many and diverse charitable causes. 

In a short slide presentation, Sutherland shows how Seaman helped him to develop the world’s 
first MRI-compatible surgical robot, which has had major international impact. “Doc didn’t just 
give some money to a project,” says Sutherland. “He gave his time and he gave his wisdom.” 

The Calgary Foundation board’s Dale Ens wraps up two hours of tributes and celebration by 
describing Seaman, who was born in humble circumstances in Rouleau, Sask., as “a true 
Canadian icon whose actions spoke louder than his words.” 

Indeed, this day serves as yet another reminder that Doc Seaman not only left everything as good 
as he found it, but better, so much better, for generations to come. 
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